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RIVERBOAT POKER & PARADOXES:
THE VIOXX MASS TORT SETTLEMENT
by
Theodore H. Frank
Poker players learn to read the cards of the other players at the table by their actions. Betting
patterns and other “tells” can permit a good poker player to understand the strength of his opponents’ cards
without ever seeing them. There have been only a handful of Vioxx trials, but the announced settlement of
the Vioxx litigation provides strong tells as to the weakness of the plaintiffs’ claims—and of the weaknesses
of current pharmaceutical product liability law.
On November 9, 2007, in New Orleans, Merck agreed to the framework of a settlement of
approximately 47,000 pending or tolled claims of personal injuries alleged to have been caused by Vioxx,
which was withdrawn from the market in 2004 in the wake of studies showing increased cardiovascular risk
for use of the painkiller.1 Subject to a walk-away right if certain thresholds for opt-ins are not met, Merck
agreed to have a fixed $4.85 billion divvied up among plaintiffs. Right away we see the first tell: trial
lawyers made astonishing concessions on the terms and conditions of the settlement. The exact value of any
individual claim will not be decided by the plaintiffs’ attorneys, as is common in an inventory settlement,2
but will be assessed by a neutral claims administrator based on a point system taking into account degree of
injury and possible causation issues. Settlement Exhibit 3.2.1. Plaintiffs who cannot prove they were taking
Vioxx or that they were injured will walk away with nothing other than the ability to continue on in court.
Settlement § 2.2 and Exhibits 2.2.1. – 2.2.3.
The Michigan Paradox. Another tell is the strange windfall for plaintiffs from Michigan. Many
states have preemption laws of varying strengths barring certain claims or damages in the case of a drug or
warning label approved by the FDA. Texas, for example, bars failure to warn claims in such
circumstances.3 Under a law passed in Michigan in 1996, product-liability suits against pharmaceutical
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manufacturers are barred if the product was approved by the FDA and there was no FDA finding of fraud.
MCL § 600.2649(5). Thus, no Michigan resident claiming to be injured by Vioxx had a valid claim against
Merck.4
The Vioxx settlement applies only to eligible claimants with pending suits. Those who have not
filed suit as of the date of the settlement are ineligible to latch on; those who had their suits dismissed with
prejudice and do not have a pending appeal are ineligible. Settlement § 17.1.22.2. Michigan residents who
did not file suit—and many with ethical lawyers did not file suit because of the absence of a colorable
argument for a cause of action—do not get to participate in the settlement.
Other Michigan residents had more brash attorneys who made arguments that the suits should be
brought under New Jersey, rather than Michigan, law, notwithstanding the standard conflict-of-laws practice
that the law of a tort suit is the place of the alleged injury. The New Jersey Supreme Court held that New
Jersey law did not apply to Michigan cases, Rowe v. Hoffman La-Roche 189 N.J. 615, 917 A.2d 767 (2007),
but Judge Carol Higbee refused to dismiss the cases of 250 Michigan plaintiffs pending in her courtroom.
The settlement has several dozen factors modifying the settlement amount: age, severity of alleged
injury, type of alleged injury, time and amount of Vioxx taken, and other contributing risk factors, all of
which either augment or discount the eventual settlement amount.5 But nowhere in the calculation is there a
discount for being a Michigan resident, or for being a Texas resident. Nor does the settlement distinguish
between plaintiffs who live in states with uncapped damages, and plaintiffs who cannot hope to recover
millions in non-economic damages. A Michigan resident with a pending suit will get the same settlement as
if he or she lived in New Jersey or West Virginia—the catch being that he or she had to have a pending suit.
The political storm over the number of potential Michigan plaintiffs left out of the settlement6
demonstrates why preemption must come from the federal level. Limiting product-liability lawsuits against
FDA-approved drugs reduces the expense of drugs to all consumers, and encourages the sale of drugs that
the FDA has found to be safe and effective, but cannot be profitably sold because of the risk of litigation.
The classic example is Bendectin, a drug for morning sickness that has been used safely and effectively in
Europe and Canada for decades, but unavailable in America since 1983 because of the litigation expense and
risk from trial lawyers improperly blaming it for unrelated birth defects.7 Hospitalizations of pregnant
women for dehydration have doubled since it has been withdrawn from the market.8
But this is not something that can be done effectively on the state level: the Michigan law benefits
the residents of all fifty United States (and the rest of the world) ex ante, but the ex post cost of that law is
borne entirely by Michigan residents. Bendectin is not any more available in Michigan than it is in West
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Virginia; Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals or another manufacturer would not be able to limit usage of the drug
to Michigan or suits over the drug to the Michigan courts. But Michigan residents do not get to participate
in the litigation lottery that the residents of the other forty-nine states do. There is thus great political
pressure on Michigan legislators to undo the law in the one state where the law is most reasonable.9 As in
the classic collective action problem, the residents of the state have the incentive to accrue litigation benefits
to themselves at the expense of out-of-state patients and investors, even though everyone would be better off
if all fifty states agreed to a universal preemption rule. Meanwhile, those Michigan residents with more
unethically zealous lawyers who filed facially meritless claims will recover, and thus the message is sent to
the plaintiffs’ bar: frivolous litigation pays.
The Ethics and Economics of the Settlement. The Manhattan Institute’s Marie Gryphon, writing
about the settlement in City Journal, takes away another message from the jurisdictional disparity, echoing a
slightly different claim by Adam Liptak in The New York Times: plaintiffs’ attorneys agreeing to the
settlement are shortchanging their clients.10 After all, one provision of the settlement requires attorneys
agreeing to the settlement for one client to commit to signing up all their clients to the settlement, and
withdrawing from representation of those who do not. Thus, to the extent some clients are made worse off
under the settlement—because, say, their relatively strong case in a plaintiff-friendly jurisdiction is treated
no differently than a case in a jurisdiction where it will be dismissed for failure to state a claim—the lawyer
would be breaching his duty of loyalty.
There is something of a point to this. After all, by failing to negotiate for a jurisdiction-specific
settlement, attorneys benefited their Michigan clients at the expense of California clients. But the same
problem arises with respect to other decisions made in the settlement: a set sum is going to plaintiffs with
myocardial infarctions, and a different sum goes to plaintiffs with strokes; the point discounts for risk factors
pits smokers against non-smokers for the same common fund. But neither Liptak nor Gryphon trace their
argument to its natural conclusion. Any mass-tort attorney with hundreds of clients is necessarily favoring
some clients to the prejudice of others. Andy Birchfield’s early scheduling of Evelyn Plunkett’s trial
favored Plunkett to the detriment of hundreds of his other clients who would have to wait for a trial. It
seems strange to criticize the ethics of a mass-tort attorney only at the settlement stage, when the
complained-of ethical violation was an inevitable consequence of the attorney’s decision to represent
hundreds or thousands of clients with individualized claims. Yet such mass-tort representation is considered
unremarkable.
Moreover, both Liptak’s and Gryphon’s argument rests on the premise that there are plaintiffs who
are being made worse off from the settlement. This premise is false for two reasons. First, consider the
economics of the decision to settle for $4.85 billion. Though each side allegedly spent millions of dollars at
trial in the Cona and McDarby trials,11 plaintiffs had put together a “trial package”—a set of video
deposition excerpts and script for exhibits that reduced the expenses of putting on a trial to as low as
$50,000 at the margin,12 though that figure probably does not include expert fees. Merck, on the other hand,
would likely face higher costs due to the use of hourly-fee attorneys and the need to be prepared to rebut any
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of a number of different plaintiff theories. With tens of thousands of plaintiffs, Merck faced between $5 and
$15 billion in litigation expense without settlement—and that is before the risk of any losses at trial.
Yet, as of March 3, 44,000 plaintiffs have signed up to split a pot of $4.85 billion—just slightly more
than $100,000 a plaintiff. Given that the four judgments entered in favor of plaintiffs averaged over $20
million each, plaintiffs neither expected to win very many cases, nor to receive positive rulings from the
Texas, New Jersey, and federal courts on appeal. Certainly the plaintiffs’ bar would not settle for a fraction
of the cost of Merck to litigate the remaining cases had they expected to prevail or successfully obtain
punitive damages in any reasonable fraction of cases: if the average case had an expected value of just
$300,000, plaintiffs would come out ahead litigating.
The small settlement amount is thus a strong tell of what was in the cards on appeal. Either the
savviest trial lawyers in the business somehow mistakenly left tens of billions of dollars on the table in a
negotiation, or they recognized that the litigation against Merck only had value for a nuisance settlement
less than the cost of litigation. Given the low value of individual cases, attorneys concerned about the longterm legal merits of their clients’ cases can, in good faith, recommend the settlement to all of their clients.
Second, the all-or-nothing provision forbidding settling attorneys from further litigation is unlikely to
have bite. Many attorneys are likely to simply evade the provision: the Wall Street Journal’s Nathan
Koppel quotes a Houston attorney who openly states his plans to do just that.13 The settlement agreement
permits Merck to “enforce” the provision, Settlement §§ 1.2.8, 1.2.9, but it is unclear what realistic option
they have other than precluding client participation,14 which in turn might reduce the value to Merck of
settling. At this early stage, it remains unclear what, if anything, attorneys will do to evade or otherwise
game this provision, and what Merck will do if faced with that game of chicken. What is clear is that every
attorney who filed objections to the settlement on ethical grounds in the MDL has been assuaged by the
Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee into withdrawing their objections.
The settlement can be seen as a vindication of Merck’s hard-line stance against an early settlement,
given some Wall Street analysts’ claims that the Vioxx litigation could cost tens of billions. But, with a
nearly $2 billion payday for plaintiffs’ lawyers, it can also be seen as a vindication to the trial bar, who will
profit mightily for bringing what their actions have shown to be largely meritless cases. In modern masstorts litigation, trial lawyers can bluff with weak cards against a stronger opponent that knows it is ahead,
yet still walk away winners.
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